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The schemes reflect the connections in the database. 
Moving the hasSubmission property to LR
puts the LR in the center of the picture.
One Resource many Resource instances, 
as in blueprints. 
The LRE Map Disclosed:
a roadmap to LOD
 
The database is submission-centric. 
Records are grouped according to 
this identifier;
The LR is NOT in the center of the picture.
Records in the DB are the interpreted to assign 
semantic to their interconnections and 
logical grouping.
Interconnections as triples:
S1 hasDocument P1
P1 authorList [A1, A2]
R1 hasSubmission S1
The records in the database 
are logically  interconnected 
and suggest objects that can
be modeled.
The Resource schema collects MD 
provided to authors. 
The type metadata, 
Corpus, Lexicon, Tokenizer, ... 
identifies the hierarchical axis:
resource_i is-a type
and hasSomeMetadata MD_i
Normalization of specific MD:
Name, from BNC to British National Corpus (BNC)
Language, from En/Eng to English (eng)
Template from normalized LRs 
to extract common MD values 
to form a grid used to generate new LRs
Connection to other Entities in the
 Semantic Web:
lexvo for languages
bibo for papers
foaf for authors
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